
Release Stress in your Brain 
~Qigong Stretching for Your Hands~ 
 
Standing or sitting, elbows are bent, shoulders relaxed, hands out in front of you, 
both palms of the hands are facing down towards the earth. Focus is on the 
Inhale-Hold Stretch, Exhale-Relax pattern for the exercises. 
 
 
1. Both Index fingers touch the palm of the hand with the inhale, hold the 

breath, touching-stretching each index finger to the palms. Exhale, let go of 

fingers, everything relaxed.   

 

Repeat for a total of 3 times.    

Large intestine channel releases the old files in the brain and other waste first. 

 

2. Both Ring fingers touch the palm of the hand with the inhale, hold the breath, 

touching- stretching each ring finger to the palms. Exhale, let go of fingers, 

everything relaxed.   

 

Repeat for a total of 3 times.   

Triple warmer channel connection for all channels in the body, they can 

communicate and assist each other: the Lung, Heart, Spleen, Liver, Kidney. 

 

3. Both Little fingers touch the palm of the hand with the inhale, hold the breath, 

touching-stretching each little finger to the palms. Exhale, let go of fingers, 

everything relaxed.   

 

Small Intestine, a fire channel, helps you sort your thoughts, useful, not useful, 

what to keep, what to discard in your life, mental and material things. 

 

4. Both Middle fingers touch the palm of the hand with the inhale, hold the 

breath, touching-stretching each middle finger to the palms. Exhale, let go of 

fingers, everything relaxed.   



Repeat for a total of 3 times.  

The pericardium channel is the door to your heart, it decides what to let in, what 

to let out, who to let in or who not let in. 

 
5. Both Thumb fingers touch the palm of the hand with the inhale, hold the 

breath, touching-stretching each thumb finger to the palms. Exhale, let go of 

fingers, everything relaxed.   

 

Repeat for a total of 3 times.   

The Lung channel charges your Lung Qi, ability to release grief, let stuff go, it is a 

pair of the Large Intestine channel, the ability to let stuff in your life go. 
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